
The Evolution of Malay Spelling,

By Rev. W. G. Shellabeae.

Much has been written in the last hundred years on the

theory of Malay spelling. Europeans, both Dutch and English,

have worked out elaborate systems of orthography, and have
laid down what they considered the proper rules to be followed,

but the Malays have continued to spell as they please in spite of

the efforts of the foreign scholars.

There is, however, at the present time so much diversity and
inconsistency among the Malays themselves in regard to the

spelling of even the commonest words, that it is very widely felt

that a recognized system of orthography is most desirable ; but
Europeans have hitherto made the mistake of trying to bend the

Malays to an elaborate, scientific system of foreign manufacture,

the beauties of which the Malays are unable to appreciate.

A more practicable plan would seem to be to make a thorough
historical investigation of the evolution of the art of spelling

among the Malays, with a view to determining what is the natural

trend of the changes which have taken place in the past. It seems
not unreasonable to expect that such an investigation may pro-

vide a clue to the possibilities of such spelling reform as will not

be distasteful to the Malays themselves, and may therefore even-

tually commend itself to them for universal adoption.

The materials available in Singapore are not by any means
adequate for a complete and exhaustive investigation of the his-

tory of Malay spelling, but it is hoped that the following contri-

bution to the study of this subject will at least establish some im-

portant principles of spelling reform, and will if necessary stimu-

late others to further search.

It is generally agreed that the Arabs gained their religious

ascendancy over the Malays during the 13th century, and that it

was from them that the Malays received their present written

character. The earliest Malay manuscripts now extant, however,
do not date back more than half of that period. In No. 31 of this
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Journal I have already described some of the most interesting

of these MSS., and particular care was taken to reproduce as

exactly as possible the spelling of the originals. On page 107 of

the paper above referred to, will be found a reference to certain

MSS. belonging to the ( Cambridge University Library and described

by Dr. van Ronkel in Part 2 of Series 6 of Bijdragen tot de Taal-

L an d- en Volhenkunde ran Xcderlan dsch -In die. This paper by Dr. van
Ronkel provides valuable material for the present investigation,

the spelling of his extracts having also been reproduced with consid-

erable accuracy. The Cambridge MSS. were taken to Europe
from the East in the first decade of the 17th century, and one of

them bears the date 1G04. The earliest of the Oxford MSS.
bears a Mohammedan date (A. H. 1011) equivalent to the year
1602 of our era, another is almost certainly of the same date, a

third is dated 1612, and a copy of the Hikayat Sri Rama was
probably also obtained at that time, as it belonged to the same
collection, and came into the Bodleian library in 1633. For in-

formation in regard to the two Leiden MSS. and the Harleian MS.,
which I have also made use of though they are of a somewhat
later date, the reader is referred to my paper in Journal No. 31.

I have also in my possession careful copies of four other manu-
script letters belonging to the Leiden University, but for the pur-

poses of this paper I will confine myself to the manuscripts men-
tioned above, which have already been fully described by Dr.

van Ronkel and myself and are available to the reader in the

Journals referred to.

As compared with the changes which have taken place in

the spelling of the English language since the days of Queen
Elizabeth (to whomthe oldest of the Oxford MSS. was addressed)

it must be said that the differences between the Malay spelling of

to-day and that of three hundred years ago are very few and very

insignificant indeed —an exemplification of the well-known fact

that the Oriental is slow to change. Manuscripts and even

printed documents of the date of Queen Elizabeth are so entire-

ly different from modern English writings and books that they

can only be read by those who have made them a special study.

Our oldest Malay manuscripts, however, could be read to-day

by any school boy with the greatest ease, with the exception of

perhaps an unusual word or an obsolete spelling here and there.
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It is remarkable that these Malay MSS., written in many
different places and as far apart as Acheen and Celebes, exhibit

far less divergence from one another in regard to spelling than

can now be found in native letters and even in printed works
from different parts of the Archipelago. In those days, no
doubt, the art of writing was practised by comparatively few
persons, and they may have been scribes specially instructed in

the art, whereas to-day thousands of comparatively uneducated
natives write letters in Malay, and even print commercial and
other documents in any kind of spelling. Moreover, the old

manuscripts which have survived to tell us how the Malays wrote
their language in those days are mostly official documents or

religious and literary productions, all of which would naturally

be written by the best educated natives of the time. These con-

siderations will in a great measure account for the greater diver-

sity of Malay spelling which now exists, but the remarkable uni-

formity in the spelling of the MSS. of the 17th century can only

be adequately explained by the existence of some fixed standard

of spelling to which the scribes felt it necessary to conform.

That fixed standard, we may presume, was the Arabic system of

orthography. It was undoubtedly directly from the Arabs
that the Malays received their present written character, and
it is quite probable that for many years, perhaps for centuries,

the art of writing may have been almost entirely confined to

those Arabs who had learned the Malay language.

It should moreover be remembered that at the time of the

advent of the Arabs the Malays were already scattered all over
the, Archipelago, from the north of Sumatra to the extreme east

of Java, and even as far as Celebes and the Moluccas, and must
be regarded as having been at that time merely a number of in-

dependent units divided up under the rule of a great number of

petty chiefs or rajas, who were often at war with one another, and
none of whom were sufficiently powerful to exercise any com-
manding influence over the remainder. This makes it even more
remarkable that there should be such striking uniformity in the

spelling of the Malay language throughout the Archipelago at

the period with which we are dealing. If the Arabs had at-

tempted to make an adaptation of their own system of spelling

to suit the peculiarities of the Malay language, the result would
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undoubtedly have been that in different parts of the Archipelago
there would have been different modifications of the Arabic spell-

ing-, and a variety of Malay spellings would have been unavoid-
able. The uniformity in the spelling of the earliest manuscripts

would therefore lead us to expect that the system of orthogra-

phy according to which the Arabs originally I egan to write the

Malay language and which they subsequently taught to the

Malays, wT as precisely the same as they themselves used in

writing their own language. Whether this w^as so or not is the

first point which we will examine.

It should first be stated, that Arabic can be written either

with or without vowel points, and books are printed at the pre-

sent time in both styles. The plain or unvowelled style is the

more common, but as the entire omission of vowel points would
frequentl} r cause ambiguity, the Arabs find it necessary in cer-

tain words to use one or more vowel points. This description of

the way in which modern Arabic is printed applies exactly to the

way in which Malay was written 300 years ago. Several vowel -

led Malay MSB. are extant. One of the old Cambridge MSS. con-

tains twelve pages of Malay fully vo welled, and in the other

MSS. mentioned above, vowels are used in isolated words. In com-
mitting an unknown language to writing, it is pretty certain

that the Arabs would at first use all the vowel points, if only for

the purpose of recording for their own use the sounds of the new
language, and in all probability Malay would continue to be

written with vowels for many years, until the scribes had become
thoroughly familiar with the forms of all the commonwords, after

which they would begin to drop the vowr els from such wTords,

retaining them only in the case of unusual words or peculiar

derivatives. This is precisely the way in wmich we find that

Malay was actually written at the beginning- of the 17th century.

Wewill now proceed to show (I) that at the time when
our MSS. were written the spelling as a general rule conform-

ed exactly to the rules of Arabic orthography ; after which it

will be shown (II) that words which at that time wr ere some-

times written otherwise than in strict accordance with Arabic

orthography were being gradually introduced with the deliberate

intention of doing away with the necessity for the use of vowel

points and orthographical signs, and for the purpose of making
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such words mure legible : and lastly we will consider (III)

what alterations could be made in modern Malay spelling- which
would produce uniformity without destroying the Malay ideal of

obtaining legibility without the use of vowels, that is to say

without a retrograde movement in the direction of Arabic ortho-

graphy such as has hitherto been advocated by European scholars.

I. With few exceptions the spelling of manuscripts 300 years
old conforms exactly to the rules of Arabic orthography.

(1) One of the first peculiarities which would be noticed

by a person only acquainted with modern Malay spelling is that

final wau and ya are only used in these MSS. for the purpose of

forming the diphthongs att and at. Thus we find the following
words, which I have taken from all the different MSS. spelt with-

out final >/•'/'/ <>r ya as the case may be :

—

aku bagi batti berhenti bertemu bersuchi biji best buuti bunut vhuchxt

£\ i.\ Ol *2**j,
fa ^y~X £i ^ p> jy £^-

dhulu date deri dirt diri-mu di-turuni erti huri hati ini iai

itu jadi kali kami kanm kayu keji kembali lagi laki lain

U* fr X r f $ ^t f JVr & iSS ji

mandi mat' man mimpt mendi menckabult utenii'i mtigumpu

menjadi uegri oleh-mu pergi prahu puji ratu sa-kali seperli seri

^ £ Ay -*V °)J Z^ ^ ^ '^^ s*

sa-ribu suatu suchi sttka tuhu terlalu Tumuli tinggi tetapi

±-*ij~> cAy~ 7Z y» &~> c ^ uV ^>\.''J
i-x*J _al-j
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But the following- words ending in a diphthong are spelt

with final wait and ya in every case in which they occur in these

MSB:—

argkau atau bagai berchrai birau hai harau hijau jikalau halau

kerbaa limait pvisai ravibai. rantai rantatt sttrgai tajau

We iind however that the scribe who wrote MS. G. had a

strong prejudice in favour of final ivau and ya, even in words
which do not end in a diphthong, for he writes :

—
hi bnani biidi chuchit hart least uri lembu mentri ma$eli nafiri

negri pri j>ntri sakti sendiri sri bahru

iS^> iSS <4j** iS*-*" cJL/.-^- ifs* $jh\

But he also spells liari without the ya, and all other words
of this kind are spelt without the ya as aku, hati, lain, kembali,

mergampu, tetapi, etc.

The Leiden MSS. E. and I)., which were written at the end

of the 17th century, contain five of such words written with

final wan or //(/, and F., which is also of a later date, contains

three. In all the other MS'S. the only instances are kati, which

is found once, and negri, which is sometimes spelt with the ya

and sometimes without, and a few names of places in MS. C.

which being* unvowelled would hardly be recognized without

the final weak letters.

It should be remarked that some of the words given above

are spelt in a way which would be quite inexplicable on any

other supposition than that they were originally vowT elled. and

these peculiar spellings are just the ones which never vary in

any of the MSS. and are still in use at the present day, as for

instance :
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itu ini jikalau sepcrti suatu

But though their spelling- appears at first sight so peculiar, it

must be remembered that according" to the rules of Arabic or-

thography these words could not be spelt in any other way, ex-

cept that perhaps JS^- might be spelt J^>- but it will be

noticed later on that only one weak letter appears to have been
used in any word, and that therefore, the ivatt being required to

form the final diphthong- au, the alif which would otherwise be
inserted to mark the stress has been omitted.

It is interesting to note that the Dutchman van Elbinck,

who with his own hand copied portions of the Cambridge MSS.,
adhered rigidly to the Arabic orthography of the originals from
which he was copying, but when left to his own unaided genius

in writing out a list of Malay words with their meanings in

Dutch, he followed the more natural method of spelling to which
the Malays have now attained, as will be seen from the following

examples taken from his vocabulary, dated 1st June, 1604:

—

diiak (lira paha susu hati jari bahu gig* bidu ap

jfi ^ V y.y. d\* lSj^T ytu & )* J
At the present time the use of iiual wau and ya has become

almost universal, and many Malays would be quite unable to

read the words given above if they were spelt thus.

2. In modern Malay, for the sake of legibility, a final alif

is usually written in such words as bawa, ara, etc. In the Arabic

system of orthography, the sound of the short final a as it is pro-

nounced in most Malay words is represented merely by the

vowel fathdh placed over the preceding consonant ; the addition

of alif would indicate a lengthening- of the vowel. The number
of Malay words, however, which have the long* a sound in the last

syllable is very small, the following being a few of them :

—

11

Ida tret sela Lra depa

% I; ^_ X Uj
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These and a few Arabic words such as

dunia ultima hukama

are the only ones which by the rules of Arabic orthography will

allow a final alif. In modern Malay, however, the following;

forms are common :

—

ara antara bawa bichara bila buta balnea dua Jala

\) \ju\ \ji.
\j\f- % by \^ \^ sw

jawa jua kola kota kuda lada lnulia pala perl ara pinta roda

sabda sahya sedia sigra setia tar a tanda tua

\ju~ W- Iju- \jC U- \^ \aj \y

This spelling will not be found in these ancient MSS. It is there-

fore very evident that in this respect the Malay has a tendency
to depart from the strict Arabic spelling of former times. Such
words as the following, on the other hand, continue to be spelt

without the final alif: —
oda anyaya apa apabila bapa biasa bhiasa daya dia hambu ia

j\ i^LiV U>\ J.~l\ wJ\* (j-U ^-b (j\^ ^J s-*& fj\

jiha kacha Lata Icaya kerja kuasa lama niata inasa manusia inula

^>-^C >lX> <£& T/ u^f (^ °^ lA* lS^^
a J^*

nama pada puasa pula raja rasa rupa serta suara suka sagala tauya

f
l; A* ^ J J ^j v*\j J^j }j~ )y. £y~ JC ^li

(3) In the old Malay MSS. the weak letters «///, wttM and
i/a are not used in the middle of a closed syllable to lengthen

the vowel sound, except in words of Arabic origin, such as :

—
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fakir kvru/ islam jawab kitab maidcm miskin

These words are pronounced by the Arabs with the stress on
the last syllable, but the Malays, though retaining this spelling,

put the stress on the penultimate, where it is found in the great
majority of Malay roots. There are quite a number of word*
in the Malay language which have the stress upon the final syl

lable, and in many cases this final syllable which bears the stress

is a closed syllable, but the long vowel sound which the Arab
gives to the words quoted above is never heard in a Malay
word, it is therefore not to be expected that the Arabs would
teach the Malays to write the quiescent weak letter in such
words as sebot, renorg, prarg, dras, bring, etc. As a matter of

fact we never find the weak letter in such words in the old MSS.*
though in modern Malay these words are frequently written

and we now even find such forms as the following, where the

stress is distinctly on the penultimate :

—

ekor habis menargis sal-it sayur tan j org tulus tikus

The nearest approach to the long- vowel sound in a closed

syllable in Malay, is to be found in the two mono-syllables

pun and dan, and it is a remarkable thing that these two
words are invariably written with the weak letters wau and alif

respectively in all of our old MSS. and are so written up to the

present time. Robinson in his " Malayan Orthography " rejects

this method of spelling pun and dan, which he considers ought

to be spelt -J and -p; the evidence of the old MSS. is,

* The spelling Z^j on p. 116, line 12, R. A. S. Journal Str. Br.

No. 31 will be found on reference to the photographic reproduction of MS.
A. to be a misprint.
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however, strongly in favour of the received method of spelling

these words.

(4) Another remarkable difference between the spelling of

our ALSS. and modern Malay spelling is in the use of the ortho-

graphical sign taskdid, which means " strengthening," and indicates

that the letter over which it is placed is to be doubled or sounded
twice. This sign is now hardly ever used by Malays, except in

Arabic proper names, Such as Allah <u)\ and Muhammad̂ f- but in

our MSS. it is used with great frequency.

(a) It is used over the weak letters wan and ya whenever
the preceding consonant bears the corresponding vowel sound,

thereby showing that the said weak letter answers the double
purpose of vowel and consonant. Thus the word diet is con-

sidered as consisting of the two syllables di-ya, and is written

not <Jj> but ^j and hvat is considered as consisting of the two

syllables bu-wat and is written not JL>^\ but o"y This use

of taskdid appears to be precisely the same as is found in the

Arabic words iyalc i\\ niyat ±# and in the termination <,

This appears to be sufficient to account for this method of spel-

ling, which is found in the following words in the old MSS.,

hnat di.a didm dim ia jiia luar //mat

o *>
•ST

o < ^>

&
' $>

7)
• *>

°y. iS* e "^ yr or
This double use of the weak letter, first as vowel and then

as consonant, finds its counterpart in the Dutch language, where

one meets such words as huwen, vrouwen, etc., and it is therefore

not unnatural that the Dutch have adopted this peculiar spelling

of Malay, even in the roman character, thus :

—

diya, buwai,

diyam', dttwa, iya,juwa, linear, mmvat, etc., though one or two of

the Dutch scholars have protested against the use of the w and y
as being redundant. For instance Dr. Gerth v. Wijk writes in

his grammar, p. 21: " Although in the Javanese, for instance,
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" owing- to the nature of its spelling-, in sneh words as
" boewang, tijang, the w and,/ are written, and must be used in
ki tranliterating them in our character, if one wishes to reproduce
" the original spelling exactly, these letters are quite superfluous
u in Malay transliteration. The union of oe and i with the follow-
" ing a, i, oe, takes place of itself in the pronunciation ; we do not
" write boiva, hiiejen, but simply boa, knieen ; and even less is iv

" or j necessary in boeang, tin tig, etc. If the Malay wrote the
" tashdid, it would be reasonable to represent it in the transliter-

" ation. Being opposed to superfluous letters, I write ia, tiap,

" loear, etc., which seem to me quite sufficient, as this method of
" spelling represents the pronunciation as clearly as one can de-
" sire."

The Malays appear to prefer to divide the syllables as

follows:

—

ht-at. du-a, di-am, ju-a, mn-at, etc., for the modern
Malay spelling of such words is

huat du a hit ih jua muat luar stasia

sl^jJ VjJ o\y \y>- C->\f* j\Jl Y\+~

(b) Another frequent use of tashdid in the old MSS. is for

the purpose of doubling the consonant which follows the short

vowel, called by the Javanese pepet, the sound of which may be
described as equivalent to the short a in the English words " ba-

loon," "machine," etc.

Among our old MSS. we find that Ii. 6. 45 of the Cam-
bridge MSS. is the most consistent in this use of the tashdid, the

following words which contain short vowels being thus spelt in

the brief extract given by v. Ronkel.

balnea besar benar dergan Icekal Iras lebeh telah tergah

y>c j~\ -A». i>*° J^ u-y ^ ** *$

A portion of another Cambridge MS., Grg. 6. 40, in the hand-
writing of the Dutchman v. Elbinck, has the following words

balnea besar belah gumetar Iceelul sru sudah telah tetap

rt J"
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and Del. 5. 37 of the Cambridge collection, which is in the same
hand-writing, has sa-blas tebus

i '
'-'

but also balnea clergan lebeh telah without the tashdid.

The only other Cambridge MS. in which I have found the

tashdid used in this way is LI. 6. 5, which has -£j once, and

In the Oxford MSS. marked A. B. and C. in my paper,

in No. 31 of this Journal, we find the following words

:

bri Mum Chelarg Deli dergar dergan glar kapal kapitan

Icati kekarg keji megat memegarg memeli melt negri netiasa

pesan petrana Rekan suka suka-chita Samudara sudah seni telok
*i m ^»» '^ j/ ^ ^ oi - *

But these MSS. have also some of these very words, and
several others of the same kind, spelt without the tashdid.

Dergan has the tashdid only once, in B. Bafnva, which almost

always has tashdid in the Cambridge MSS., never has it in the

Oxford MSS. Dergar is spelt without tashdid in A.

The Oxford MS. of ; ' Ilikagat Sri Rama" has the following

bias besar betid gennp kechil selang sa-tclah sudah

~1» j.~.> ^j^ t—iu
^J>-

4i*« <u.:u« o_X*«
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but ono or two of these are also found without the tashdid, as

well as some which have it in the other MSS., as,

bakwa bri dergan menergar tergah

It is a remarkable fact that the early Dutch translators of

the Bible made a wide use of the tashdid, and even when spelling

such words in the ronian character they were in the habit of

placing' a stroke over a letter in place of the tashdid. Thus we
Hnd :

•• snddah, henna" etc . and even the following' words, which
are not found in our MSS. viz..

•• iiiakL-a, padda, derri, sagalla, adda, appa, bacjiji."

Curiously enough the use of tashdid with the short vowel,
after having completely gone out of use, was introduced once
more in the middle of last century by the lexicographer van de
Wall. This writer, however, does not use the tashdid indiscri-

minately with all words containing the short vowel, as appears
to have been done in the old MSS., but confines its use to those
words which have the accent on the short vowel. Such words
for instance, as,

Jcras kekal betid Hum pegarg bli keji glar blah

which carry the tashdid in the old MSS.. are written by van de
Wall without it. and we find him using this sign only in such
words as :

—

"dengngan redda henna petjtjah"
•6f

o1- y
In regard to this use of tashdid he himself says in his intro-

duction to the first volume of his uncompleted dictionary, p.

xvi :
" As in the case of the vowel points and other signs, the

" Malays in their ordinary writing disregard the tashdid, "sign of
" strengthening,' which when placed over a letter shows that that
4

* letter must be doubled : but that is no indication of its non-exis-
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" tence or of its being- unnecessary. The Malay a\ ho has learnt
" to read the Koran, not only knows what the tashdid is. but also
" feels the advantage of it in Malay, for if one gets him into a cor-
" ner he will at last say : buboh-lah tashdid, k just put a tashdid
" over it.'

" The non-use of the tashdid leads the Malay sometimes to
" the most peculiar spelling. For instance he is conscious that in the
" word redda, ' to abate' (as a storm or sickness) the accent lies

" on the first syllable and ought to be expressed, which it is not by

i.J. or \\ ; therefore he lengthens the vowel of the (e) and

"writes j\ , without troubling himself about the fact that it is

ik absurd to lengthen the e. Some words, which are written with
" the same letters and vowel points, could not be distinguished

" from each other without the tashdid,&s :J Utah (accent on the

kw 2nd syllable) inter j. for a certain clinking sound, and ij lettak

" to place. I therefore use the tashdid everywhere in my diction-

"ary, where the pronunciation demands it, and write j. redda,

",>co dengngah, o-%-» nietta 'raging.' And do we not ourselves

" write for instance lctid-de, kiui-ne, indifferent as to the reason
" for doing so. It should be noted that in Malay words the
'• double consonants only appear after the e."

From this it is evident that the Malay writers of the begin-

ning of the 17th century used the tashdid in a different way to

that advocated by \Verndly, Robinson and van cler Wall, and

moreover none of these methods of using this sign can be regard-

ed as being directly based upon the Arabic system of ortho-

graphy. The methods invented and used by Werndly, Robinson

and van der Wall were purely arbitrary, and soon fell into disuse,

and there seems to be every reason to believe that the use of tash-

did as found in our MSS. was also purely local and arbitrary,

for it is a remarkable fact that all the MSS. in which this use

of tashdid is found almost certainly came from Acheeri, and I

have not been able to find the tashdid used with the short vowel
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in any of the MSS. which we know to have been written else-

where. The Oxford MSS.. A. B. C. have already been proved
to have come from Acheen : of the Cambridge MSS. Gg. 6. 40
contains a vocabulary written by Pieter Willemsz. van Elbinck.

and dated Acheen, 1st June, 1604 : Dd. 5. 37, and the 2nd part

of Gg. 6. 40, which contains the writing in question, are both

written by the same hand as the vocabulary, and the former
closes thus (in Dutch) " end of the Story of Joseph, written the

1st October. 1604, by Pieter Willems."
" The only MS. therefore

about which there remains any uncertainty as to whether or

not it was written at Acheen, is LI. G. 5. of the Cambridge MSS.
but there seems, from what Dr. v. Konkel says, to be no reason-

able doubt that this MS. came into the hands of Erpenius

with those bearing the name of the same Pieter Willems,

whom he believes to have brought all these MSS. from the

East, with the exception of Dd. (

J. ol)., which never belonged to

Erpenius.

It should not be forgotten that, at the time when these MSS.
were written, Acheen was one of the most powerful Malay
States. In his letter to King James (Oxford MS. C.) the King of

Acheen claims sovereignty over all the rajas in Sumatra as well

as Perak and Pahang on the Peninsula, and from the accounts

of Lancaster's voyages he seems to have been able to enforce

his authority at least as far south as Priaman (near Padang). In

this connection I was interested to tind the statement made by
van de Wall, in his introduction mentioned above, that the

original Malay spelling is known as " Achinese spelling."
\\ 'here van der Wall obtained his information in regard to the

name heja Acheh I have not been able to discover, but if it is a

fact that this method of spelling, found in all its purity in our
Acheen MSS. of 300 years ago, is still known by tradition among
the Malays as " Achinese spelling," this would seem to point to

Acheen as having been the chief centre of learning and litera-

ture at that time, and perhaps even earlier. This would entirely

agree with the accounts of Lancaster's first voyages, which
state that the educated Malays at Acheen spoke Arabic fluently,

and Lancaster himself held intercourse with the Malays at that

place in the Arabic language, having as his interpreter a Jew
who spoke Arabic.

12
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My contention therefore is, that the use of t:ish<Ud to indi-

cate the short vowel sound was merely a local custom at Acheen.

which the influence of even such a comparatively powerful

State did not avail to bring into general use in the Archipelago.

If this usage had been in accord with the Arabic orthography,

it would undoubtedly have I een universally adopted in the same
way as the tashdid over u-au and ya mentioned in the last para-

graph (4. a.).

(5) Wenext come to the use of the weak letters alif, wan.

and ya in open syllables. Their use at the end of a word has al-

ready been considered in (I ) and (2). Wewill now inquire when
and for what purpose these weak letters were used in the old MSS.
in the middle of (a) root words, (b) derivatives.

(a) In root words, the weak letters are found in the open

syllable upon which the accent falls, except in the case of the

short vowel. The accent being u»ually on the penultimate, that

is the syllable in which the weak letter is usually found.

In accordance with the rules of Arabic orthography, a weak
letter when thus placed in an open syllable after a correspond-

ing vowel is
k

' quiescent and then serves only to lengthen the

vowel which precedes it." * Thus in the word j\j " sufficient;'

the vowel of the penultimate is lengthened by the alif. The

preposition aI is, however, never spelt with an alif: not that

there is any very appreciable difference in the pronunciation of

these two words, but rather perhaps on account of the fact that

in conversation less stress will naturally fall upon a preposition

than upon a noun, adjective or verb. This seems to be the

only possible way to account for the absence of the alif. wan

and ya in such words as

sudak mala pada deri sagala

oA* Ax* A9 j J Jfx*v

which in our MSS-, as far as 1 have noticed, are the only words

which do not have the lengthening weak letters in the accented

syllable, with the exception of the foreign word saudagar which

* Faris
1 Arabic Grammar.
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is spelt JSy* in every case, the alif being perhaps omitted in

the penultimate on account of there being already a weak letter
in the first syllable to form the diphthong' au.

The following' are words of two or more syllables havino-
the weak letter in the penultimate,

beniwja chilaka guru hanya ittt jalan kiting plihara suatu

iSL &%°l'£ 'ov; 'j,\ 'JCT ^uf ;^i ' \~

Kerna is invariably spelt ^J& which would indicate that this

word was at that time a three syllable word with the accent
upon the first syllable ; now it is sometimes pronounced as if it

were a two syllable word.
(b) In derivative words formed by the juxtaposition of two

roots, the lengthening' weak letter is almost invariably found
only in the penultimate, being entirely omitted in the first of
the two words forming the compound, as :

apabila hulubalarg suka-chita

J*» ^U» ±S~
The same is the case in reduplications wherever the argka dua

is not used, as,

dagarg-dagarg, mitdak-jnudakan, raja-raja

6
The omission of the weak letter in the first word in such

cases is undoubtedly phonetic, the stress being strong on the
penultimate of the compound.

When, however, we come to the case of derivative words
formed by the addition of suffixes, we immediately meet with a

difficulty which, as far as my reading has gone, has never yet been
explained by any European writer, namely that when the suffix,

pronoun or other particle is added to the roor, the position of

the lengthening weak letter is changed, and is found in the

penultimate of the derivative word thus formed. For instance :
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j^> by the addition of the preposition *, becomes in the old

MSS. q\J!> although the pronunciation is not kudd-nya, but

huda-nya; and j\.>- becomes ,Jx>A>- although the word is

pronounced jddikan and not jadilan.

The first of the Dutch scholars to point out this discrepancy
between the spelling of derived Malay words and their actual

pronunciation appears to have been van de Wall, who in the year
1859 wrote as follows in the Tydschrift voor Indische Toed-, Loud-
en Volkenhnide: —" But the change of position of the lengthen-
" ing letter to, or its appearance in the penultimate of
" root words, has in most words no influence upon the

"accent, or at least very little; that is to say, the accent
" is in such cases not inherent in the long vowel. In
" general, the Malay retains in such cases the original accent, and
"says: bantu, bantni, 'perbantuan, bantu-nya, etc., shea, sewakan,
'• sewa'l, persewaan, sewa-nya, etc. But as the literary Malay al-

" ways has an inclination to modify the pronunciation of the
" people according to the way a word is written, he also lays a
" stress to some extent on the syllable which has the long vowel,
" so that there come to be, as it were, two accents —a strong or
" commanding one, the natural accent of the root, and a weak one,
" the grammatical accent on the long vowel. The variations be-
" tween strong and weak are very numerous, in different words
" and with different individuals, and there exists no fixed rule

;

" there are even words, though very few, in which owing to the
" change in the position of the long vowel the natural accent of

"the root is entirely lost and only the grammatical accent re-

" mains ; e.g. kata-nya, from kata ; tambargan from tambeng

;

" though one also hears tambargan ."

Three years later, in Vol. XII of the same Journal, A. B.

Cohen Stuart raises a somewhat half-hearted protest against

van de Wall's statement in regard to the pronunciation of such

words. He says (page 68) :
" It is not without hesitation that

" I venture some objections to this proposition. I feel how
" unfavourably I am situated as compared with Mr. van de Wall
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" in regard to a subject about which he is in such an infinitely

" better position to form a correct opinion. I was therefore at
" first inclined silently to accept as information his observations
" as to accent ; after further consideration, however, I found it

" preferable to come forward fearlessly with my doubts, and to
" expose myself if need be to a crushing- reproof, if this should
" be able to bring me, and perhaps others also, to a better view
'• on the subject.

" I confess then that I have hitherto been under the convic-
" tion that in Malay the accent in derived as well as in root
' k words fell as a rule upon the penultimate ; that on the addi-
" tion of a suffix the position of the accent changed as a rule
" from that which was originally the penultimate to that which
" was originally the last syllable : and that the pronunciation
" which according to Mr. van de Wall is the true and natural
" one, was quite peculiar to Europeans. It is so, I believe, in

" Javanese. It is true that there the accent does not come out so
" clearly as in Dutch, and in the Javanese grammar of T. Koorda
" (§ 87) the very existence of any accent in Javanese is denied :

" but what is there called 'a slower or more sleepy pronunciation
kb of the two last syllables of every polysyllabic word ' is more cor-
kw rectly interpreted, as it seems to me, as being a real accent on
" the penultimate, and a drawing out or longer holding on to
k

' the last syllable. Indeed, if one pronounces tulis, for instance,
u in the pure Dutch style with a clear accent on the penultimate,
" though this may not give the exact Javanese pronunciation, it

" is certainly much nearer to it than if one should say tufts, with
" an equally plain accent on the last syllable ; and similarly the
" pronunciation of the same word with the affix an, would, I

" believe, be better represented by tulissan or tulisan than by
" tulisan or tulisan. If the word is again increased by the addi-
" tion of another suffix, so that the original accented syllable is

" separated from the new suffix by one or more syllables, then
" besides the principal accent, which goes over to the last, the
" original accent again makes its appearance to some extent, as
" in tulisdne, rgdturuken. In a word, without digressing further,
" my proposition in the main is this : that in Javanese at any
" rate there actually is in the pronunciation of every word of
" two or more syllables a sort of stress, which can properly be
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" called an accent, and is usually situated in the penultimate,
" and with the addition of an affix changes its position to the
" new penultimate. The fact that Europeans pronounce both
kk Javanese and Malay words so frequently, I might say almost
" always, with the accent on the ante-penultimate, even when
" this is merely a grammatical prefix, and say for instance

"tulisan, Pdrgeran, Kdlitan, Pdchitan, would surely be the
" strongest argument against that assertion, if that pronunciation
" must be considered as having its origin in an unprejudiced con-
" ception of the native pronunciation. But the Javanese and
" Malay words which are most used by Europeans are generally
" learned not so much by conversation with the natives as from
" writings, in which owing to faulty transliteration the exact
" pronunciation and particularly the accent are left quite uncer-
" tain. For one European who first learns to pronounce say the
" word Pargeran from the Javanese, there are perhaps twenty
"who became acquainted with it only or in the first place
" through European conversation or writings ; and even if one
" afterwards had the opportunity of hearing it pronounced by
" natives, then one would have to pay a good deal of attention

" and must have some interest in the subject in order to re-
bk cognize and to abandon a wrong pronunciation which one has
" once appropriated ; especially Avhen it is so generally accepted
" among our fellow countrymen that it would appear to be
" pedantic or eccentric to deviate therefrom. If one considers

"that in Dutch and kindred languages the accent, far from
" having any preference for the penultimate, usually falls fur-

" ther back, one will not be surprised to see this tendency in the

" European pronunciation of native words. This phenomenon
" therefore has in my opinion no more value in deciding the true

"native pronunciation, than one would be justified in doubting
" that the name Palembang should properly be pronounced
" Palembang (Javanese pa-lem-bang) because the majority of

" Europeans, even if they have lived there for years, called it

" Palembang ; or that the place where I am writing this is called

" Sala, because Europeans, although they know better, never
" call it anything but Solo among themselves.

" As regards Malay, no one is less able than myself, espec-

" ially in opposition to Mr. v. d. Wall, to refer to my own
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" observations on the native pronunciation. So let us rather
" consider what others have said on the subject. In Marsden
" (Elout's translation p. 202) I only find the general statement,
" that the accent usually coincides with the long vowel, and
M falls by preference upon the penultimate, but without further

•'elucidation of peculiarities. De Hollander (Handkiding tot

" de beo.efen.ing der Mai. taal- en letterkunde, 2nd ed., Breda,
" 1 8 T> (5 ) says on the accent in words having- only one suffix

"(page 23, § 7), that they are pronounced both ways, either
k

' with the accent on the syllable which had the accent in the
"root (menddpatkun. karddjadn) or on the penultimate of the
" derived word (mendapdtkan, karajddn), and nothing further. By
" Werndly (Mai. Spraakkunst, Amst. 1736) the subject is treat-
" ed more fully (p. 45 et seq.\ and in the following manner,
" namely that the suffixes kan, i, an, ku, mu, nya always cause the
" accent to change its position to the syllable immediately pre-
" ceding them, whether that syllable be open or closed ; that

"the same thing takes place before kali, tah, la/i, if a vowel,
" diphthong or h precede them : while on the other hand, if

"another consonant precedes one of these three suffixes, the
"accent shifts to the preceding syllable or remains im-
" changed at will (sambot-lah or sdmbot-laJi) ; and that
kk the change of accent results in the change from lono-

"to short vowel and vice versa, except when the final
k

" consonant meets the initial consonant of the suffix, as

"jalankan. In the new edition of Werndly's grammar bv
" Angelbeek (Batavia 1823, p. 38) it is only stated in general
" that in words of two or more syllables, whether they be roots,
" or compound or derived words, the accent falls usually upon
"the penultimate, and that 'the syllable on which the accent
" falls must naturally be pronounced longer than the others.' I
" do not know how much reliance can be placed upon the testi-
kt mony of these writers on such a point as this ; certainly under
" the most favourable circumstances they can hardly outweigh
" the dictum of Mr. van de Wall ; but their rule, as regards the
" cardinal point, seems to me to find such strong support, on the
" one hand in the analogy of the Javanese language, and on the
" other in the indications given by the spelling of Malay in the
kk Arabic character, that even the dictum of Mr. van de AVail.
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" while it shakes my belief in their accuracy, has not been able to
"destroy it; and so much the less because Mr. van de Wall's
11 presentation of the subject is itself not quite clear. He s^js
" (73, 399) ' the first result of the suffixes kan, i, an, nya, 1-u, la/t,
k

- tah, kah, on roots which end in an open syllable is, that they leng-
" then the vowel of that syllable and cause the original long
" vowel of the root to drop out : the suffixes an and
"t, since they begin with a vowel, cause the same result in
'.' words which end in a closed syllable, and in that case the final

" consonant of the root becomes the initial letter of the suffix

" with the corresponding vowel while the other
" suffixes leave such words unchanged

; but the
" change of position of the lengthening letter to or its appear-

"ance in the penultimate of root words (read, of derived words ?

" or in the last syllable of root words) has in most words no in -

" liuence upon the accent, or at least very little ; that is to say,
" the accent is in such cases not inherent in the long vowel.'

" Here first of all the question arises : is the change of posi-
" tion of the lengthening letter a mere graphic phenomenon,
" does it only exist in the Malayo- Arabic character and the trans-
" literations thereof, or does the same change in the length of
" the vowels take place in the pronunciation ? If this is maintain-
k

* ed, I must then further ask how such a rule can have arisen in

" the written character, a character which so to speak does not
" belong to the language, and if such were the case might be
kk expected to have preserved in this respect the traces of a long
" obsolete condition of the language or perhaps of some kindred
" dialect, but which, borrowed from an entirely foreign language
" and probably first applied to the Malay in comparatively recent
" times, must be reckoned as rendering the native pronunciation in

" common use as accurately as the foreign characters will allow ?

" I could understand that the retention of the original spelling of

" a root ending in a consonant when followed by a suffix beginning
" with a consonant, might arise from an idea of producing legi-

" bility, so as not to entirely deprive the word of vowel signs,

"and that one might therefore write for instance -x;j\_xu

" although perhaps (according to Werndly ) jC;J ja* might better
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" represent the pronunciation ; but how could anyone think of

" writing- . rVa AJ if in this derivative, as in "the root, the first a is

'•to be pronounced long 1 and the second short, or above all thing's
* k how could this spelling' come into general use ? If, however, in

" this respect the pronunciation agrees with the spelling,
" then though allowing- that the length of the vowel is some-
" thing quite different from the accent, it would be difficult for me
" to imagine such a change in the first syllable and in the division
" of the syllables otherwise than in connection with and a result
" of a corresponding 1 change in the position of the accent. Even
"if it be admitted that the first change could be imagined with-
" out the last, and that it actually exists in Malay, how can one
" conceive that the * inclination to modify the pronunciation of
" the people according to the way a word is written, ' could lead
" to the alleged tendency of literary Malays to place, in addition
" to the natural accent, a second, grammatical accent on a syl-
" lable which properly had no claim whatever to any accent at
" all ? Indeed in that case the wiitten word is already, without
" that misplaced accent, in entire agreement with the true pro-
" nimciation : but then the Malay himself must comprehend too
" well the difference between length and accent to confuse the
" one with the other and thus to let himself be misled into such
" an unnatural pronunciation.

" Moreover, that the Arabic character, by its imperfect re-
" presentation of the pronunciation and especially owing* to the
" habit of omitting the vowel points, has really exercised some
" influence upon the pronunciation, can. I believe, be properly in-

" f erred from some corruptions which find therein a complete ex-

" planation. I find a strong example of this.in the word ^S**
" which is pronunced margastoewa, instead of mregd-sattwa, as it

" should be sounded according to the Sanskrit spelling*. There
" would certainly be nothing astonishing' about this corruption

"in itself: but it is difficult to ascribe to mere chance the fact
" that the corruption is just of such a kind, as is favoured by the
" illegible manner of writing* without vowels : to which the fact
" that it is probably not an everyday word may also have con-
" tributed. The same thing, though with less foundation, may

13
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.

" be supposed in regard to w-^ ^pronounced satia, manusia,

" witb three and four syllables, in place of sat(ja,mamtsya, with two
" and three syllables. Perhaps in the same way the spelling

" J$cl»\.Xu might have caused the change in the pronunciation

kk from mendapdtkan to mendfjpatkan ; but in grammatical forms it

"is more difficult to admit that much an influence upon t^e
" pronunciation of the people could have come from a compara-
" tively recent written character. And for the inlluence which
"Mr. van de Wall ascribes to it, I can not even find a reason-
" able cause."

These extracts have been translated from the Dutch, and
are given here at such great length for the benefit of those to

whom the Dutch Journals are not available. Before stating

my own views on this question of the spelling and pronunciation

of derived words, it seemed only fair to give the reader the

facts and arguments which have already been used on both

sides.

There can be no question but that, as stated by Cohen Stuart,

the Dutch scholars up to the time of van de Wall universally held

that the Malays actually pronounce such words as they are

written. How they can have been led to this conclusion can

perhaps be understood when it is considered that their study of

the Malay language was prosecuted for the most part in Java or

in places which are under strong Javanese influence. Robinson

formed this opinion because he learnt the language in Batavia

and Bencoolen. Marsden also studied at Bencoolen, and wrote
his grammar and dictionary in England, where of course he had
not the advantage of native help.*

*The Dutch scholar II. N. van der Tuuk seems to have had no personal

knowledge of the way in which the Malays of the Peninsula pronounce

derived words, for he wrote in 186(3 in his notes to Abdullah's Pancha

Tandaran: —'-^, ^'S$ The writer always spells thus, and not

" aSLj^Sj and so also he spells aL;V* antl Mut ^;- a 4X'.\£j and not

"' «olx^»; <£>«iL*« and not oViLw < In the Menangkabau dialect the accent
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Whether the Dutch scholars of the present generation have
universally accepted van de Wall's dictum in regard to the

change of accent in derived words, I am unfortunately not in a

position to know, the Library here not being- very well supplied

with the latest Dutch works on the Malay language, but as far

as I am able to discover, the grammar of Qerth v. Wijk, pub-

lished in 1893, is now considered the best Dutch work on the

Malay language. This author is in entire agreement with van
de Wall, for on page 40, para. 90, he writes :

" The original,

" natural accent (of the root word) is usually retained when the
" word takes a suffix, e. g\, bandirg, bandirgan ; kiimpol, Ihinpolan ;

" dapat, mendapati ; lempar, meleinparkan. A nd the phenomenon here
" presents itself, that if the accent is not very easily distinguishable
" in the root vvord, it sometimes comes out clearer in the derived
" word, e. g., bergis, kabefgisan."

After quoting from van de Wall part of the passage which
we have given above, Gerth v. Wijk adds: "The tendency
,k to change the position of the accent more or less is chiefly
'•' noticeable, as it seems to me, in words which have the a sound
" in the last syllable ; such a pronunciation, however, as kuda-
kt nya from khda, pada-nya from pada, whereby the first syllable
,k of the root entirely loses its accent, which falls wholly upon
" the second, as is the case with kata-nya,* can only be attribut-

" ed to European-Javanese influence ; one never hears it from
" the Malay."

We shall see later on that van Wijk is probably correct

in attributing to Javanese influence this mistaken idea about

the change of the accent to the penultimate in all derived words.

It seems necessary, however, before going into that question,

to inquire first of all which are the wr ords in the Malay language

that actually do undergo a change of accent. In order to

make an independent investigation of this subject I have
written out a list of derived words and have caused them to

" of a word does not change its position on the addition of the particles lah.
'• kah and tah. From the spelling of Abdullah it would appear that this is

•• also the case in the Malay of Malacca."

f Where van de Wall and van Wijk came across this pronunciation of

kuta-nya I cannot imagine. The Malacca and Johor pronunciation
certainly gives an accent identical with kuda-nya.
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be read in my hearing by a number of Malays, with the result

that I have only been able to detect an entire change of accent
in the following classes of words :

(A) In some wr ords derived from roots ending in org by the

addition of the prefix an, as timbarg, tiinbdrgan ; Idrarg, lardrgan ;

bilarg, bildrgan; ddgarg, dag dig an ; pdndarg, pemanddrgan.

(B) In some derived words formed by the addition of the

suffix i, as: buka % bvktfi; serta, serial i ; inula, muld?i\ turun,

turuni ; tdhan , tahdni ; kdsehan, mergasehdni*

(C) In some polysyllabic derived words formed with the

suffix i, the accent is carried forward to the suffix i on
the addition of the possessive pronoun vya, as, jdlani, di-jalani-

mja ; mergobati, di-obati-vya-lah. This should probably be

attributed to the difficulty of pronouncing the consonant nya

following the vowel i, which necessitates a pause.

In the majority of words the root most distinctly re-

tains the original accent, as for instance jddi, jddikan ; mdkan,
mdlcanan ; dergqr, kedergaran ; obat, mergobati; sdlak, kesdlahan

;

sural, di-surat-nya-lah. It wr ould be ridiculous to pronounce
these words, jadikan, malcdnan, kedergaran, mergobati, kesaldhan.

There are, however, a large number of derived words, chiefly

words of four or more syllables, in which the original accent

almost or perhaps entirely disappears, without, however, any
particular accentuation of any other syllable, the word being

pronounced with an equal stress on all the syllables. Such
words are: perkatd an, kekaya'an, menjalani.

Taking the pronunciation of the above-mentioned words
into consideration, it would be easy in the case of the words in

(^4) and {B) to account for the position of the strengthening let-

ters, alif, ivau and ya ; and even in the case of the words given

above where the stress is equal on all the syllables, one could

understand the omission of the strengthening letter from its

proper place in the root, though its transference to the pen-

ultimate would be difficult to explain ; but when we come to

such a spelling as,

* It should be noted that in such roots as turun and tahan the stress is

nearly equal on the two syllables, the change of stress in turuni. tahaui is

therefore very slight.
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perbudtan perardkan pekerjdHan jadikan Icatdkan di-perlakiikan

<y^jJ $jj oV^S i£i*r c^ Sf^J*
it becomes simply impossible to account for it on any theory

of phonetics, unless indeed one is prepared to admit the

possibility of a complete change of pronunciation in the short

space of 300 years, which appears to me to be out of the

question.

There is, however, it seems to me, a much more feasible

explanation of this peculiar discrepancy between the spelling

and the pronunciation of those words, and that is to be found
in the existence of a cognate language, the Javanese, in which
it is admitted that the accent in derivatives actually does change
its position and fall upon the penultimate. Moreover the pro-

bability that Javanese was the pattern from which this peculiar

Malay spelling was copied becomes still stronger when it is

pointed out that Javanese words of this kind are written in the

Javanese character in a way which has quite a strong analogy
to this peculiar use of the strengthening letters in the penulti-

mate. As the Javanese characters are not obtainable in Singa-

pore it has been necessary to resort to the arrangement given
below, which represents as nearly as it is possible in Roman
characters the way in which such words are spelt in the Java-

nese character.

eb gl. eh gl n. gu gn y
I t t

b'e-gal he-gal-lan gan-ti gan-ti-ya

run h. run h hn.

tu tu

run-tuh run-tuh-han

g > > o '• >a > ' '•>•>

rtj O^j o*y<)

? rg i tg i

a nk. a n e'c p r m r rg

k

a-nak a-nak-ke pa-rirg ma-rirg-rgi
J
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It will be seen from the above that in Javanese the addition

of the suffix an, a, e or i doubles the preceding letter. Thus,
the addition of e to anal- produces not anake, but anakke, the

accent being shown in this way to be on the penultimate. When
Javanese is written with Arabic characters, the weak letter alif,

wau or ya is substituted for one of the double letters used in the

Javanese character.

The resemblance between these Javanese forms* and the

spelling of Malay derivatives is so close that it amounts almost
to a demonstration that the Javanese or some similar character

was the medium through which the use of the strengthening

letter in the penultimate came into Malay spelling, regardless

of the pronunciation. The question has been raised before

whether the Malays had a written character of their own,
before they adopted the Arabic character. If that were so,

analogy would naturally lead us to suppose that such a charac-

ter would, like the Javanese, be based upon the Sanskrit, and
that would make the step from the Javanese to the Malay spell-

ing of derivatives which has been outlined above still easier, f

* These Javanese double-letter forms can still be traced in Malay in the

double /.-, which has no doubt survived owing to the existence of the two

letters leaf and kuf. Thus we find that the Malays invariably U5e this me-
thod of spelling the words given below :

J>o~»o ^l;^/ j^k* fj^X^ <j£*iV

although the Dutch scholars have endeavoured for more than a century to

introduce what they consider more correct forms of spelling, namely :

jr^Xjfuj fv. £v £4
The fact that the Malays refuse to adopt these European spellings and

retain the double-letter forms, is to my mind at once a strong argument in

favour of their retention and an additional evidence in favour of the theory

that the spelling of Malay derivatives can only be explained as being based

upon the Javanese system of spelling.

f Werridly, in the introduction to his grammar, written 170 years ago,

says on page 50 : "The first language from which the Malay language has

" borrowed some words is her neighbouring and kindred friend and sister the

•'Javanese language, with which many persons conjecture that she for-
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Wewill now proceed to inquire :

II. What changes have the Malays introduced in their
spelling during the last 300 years with a view to greater
legibility.

It has already been pointed out in I. ( I ) that it is now
the almost invariable custom of the Malays to write final wait

and ya in words which end in the vowels e and i. o and u, as well

as in those which end in at and au. This change has been accept-

ed by van de Wall. Pijnappel, Klinkert. v. Wijk. Wilkinson, and
all other modern European authorities.

(2) The use of final alifioi words ending* in the a sound,
has not. however, been accepted by any of the above-mentioned
lexicographers, except in those words which have the stress on
the final syllable, as sela, kra, etc. The extent to which the

final alif is now used appears, however, to justify the practice.

in view of the fact that it renders a large number of words far

more legible, and in the absence of any counteracting disadvant-

age. In the new Malay Spelling Book, No. 1. now used in the
vernacular schools of this Colony, the following words are found
with final alif:

bargsa baiva bisa benda buta china ehoba chita dada

Ldii \jV» Lmji \jo* \jy_ \X*>- \>y>- \^>. Ijlj

denda depa gila hasta hela heja Jcena huda lada lusa

\x> Uj -ii? U-» %* Uf \£ \*f \si LjJ

muda nyala rusa salt y'a sisa semoa

o^« j\>, ^-jj \?b"~ »-**•« Uc-*

AVhereas the following are written without final alif:

add apa bacha bapa bagimana biasa buka vhoba dia

" merit/ had <>nr and lh> same written character in common, and now still lias

"in common a large proportion of words, which cannot well bo distinguish-

"ed except by those who know how to compare them, and by some deriv-

••'ations which are peculiar to the one language rather than to the other."
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guna hamba herga herta Jcata kerja kerna kita lata

jf ^J> iS> o,* cjC jrf oj^ **£ ^f
lama lima luka hi pa /nana masa niata inula nama

r
S ^ ^ J ; l j\a j-U siL r̂ f

V;

mjata pada punya raba raga rasa rata sana serba

^\ A* by* ^J ^J LTJ ° J oV ^ir*

siapa suka werna iverta

In the lithographed 1st editions of the Hikayat Abdullah,

and Pancha Tandaran, which Munshi Abdullah wrote with his

own hand, such words are in almost every instance spelt in

precisely the same way as the Spelling Book, as the following

will show :

bargsd bawa bichara bila blarga blavja burga china chendana

[Ui; \3 \, \^W % \*% V^
\*J m W Wj^

dado, depa dosa dua eja kapala kena nama nyala onta

perkara pinta perglima penjara preksa sabdq salty a seksa

\f} \sJ Ui3 \,W DJ U,~ U^ Lii

senjakala sirga telirga

and without «??/,

«ck crpfl &«c/?a bahasa birniaga bmchana c'ur.ina dcrhaka

efo'a i'^« &tt / a fce/y'a fcerwa /U'ta £refa mcma 7««ta minta
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pada 2) ula punya ru pa S( Ujaja senjcttct

A9 Jy OS -hj 7-\.i*w oW"

(3) The insertion of the weak letters wait and ya in closed

syllables appears to be a growing- habit. It is this tendency of

the Malays to use the weak letters which van de Wall sarcas-

tically characterises as " kitchenmaid spelling." No amount of

sarcasm, however, will counteract this inevitable tendency,

which is not the result of ignorance at all, but rather of a set

determination to make words more legible. The only conces-

sion along this line which van de Wall is willing' to give the

Malay is :
" If the last letter of a word is a final h, a mere aspir-

" ate, then he is free to express the vowel of the previous letter

" if it is a kasrah (/, e) or dlammah (o. u) by the corresponding

" lengthening letter, e. g. ^jj pedih ^;". runtoh."

Kobinson went further than this, and wished the weak letter

to be inserted in some words which are ambiguous, as,

ampat umpat talis tulus

4JU\ iiu » i jJJ wry
The modern practice of the Malays themselves, huwever,

goes further still. Abdullah wrote :

apit bargwi Hum betid gantorg gadoh hanchor hido yg ikut

kawan-nya kechil kepiig kris kulit lantek masirg menargis pedeh

rirggit sabot saudagnr scbut ts'urgkor targgoh taroh tekun

<fs-j SyL*

tclut triis tuan

OyKii
*j>J* of^

li
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He retained, however, the old form of spelling in the words

:

balek gant org Imbis hidop kamporg parggil puteli teloh iirggal

jil Lz£ ^Afc _Jajj> iU J&*. *y jt Jpil

The new Spelling Book referred to above goes even further

than Abdullah, giving

argin bargan blum gantorg guntirg minum Pa
!J

0} U

rumput sakit sedikit takot tan j org tidor torgkat fvrggdl

e*l*j oL i£oA«, SyVl 5-^ J 5 -^5* <XS-J (J-^y

tumpah iimpat

But retaining the old forms

bintarg Itabis kamporg parggil tirggal

(4) As stated above, the tashdid is now never used.

(5) The insertion of the lengthening letters in the penulti-

mate of derived words appears to have become firmly fixed

in the mind of the Malay, and is still very generally practised.

AVe find the following in the new Spelling Book:

mgkatun bachdan makanan pemandargan pamblian

parkatdan taiiantan targkupttn

which are absolutely in accord with the spelling of our MSS.
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But we also find several words which are not written in the

same way. e.g.

hmgunan nrinuman parggilan pembunohan penchdrian pendapatan

a I

Jxii frjJ oyVtf ca^-xJ

pergharapan perglihatan pefarohan petutoran puknhm tulisan

drx?
which according to the old spel liner should be

L^ *' KJ-y err™ oay~^ O-JT cr^-^ a'lA* 9

:V^iil ,va*,J .-i*^ .-J^5 ,'s-j3lT^/-* <Jj.r <^T U>~r

The new spelling of these words is certainly a very strong

confirmation of what is stated above in regard To the position of

the accent, and surely no one can deny that the new spelling is

very much more legible than the old.

Abdullah writes :

ctpa-kah bachd an-nyo, bantahmi bagimana-kah di-bachqkan

&\ c/vv o^' &4». c^f j

di mcma-lah fikiran hadapan hampiri ia pun jambatan

«liV CJ If* ijVfc ifjt Of l\ &*?

hbebasan kerja-nya kedergaran kedudokan keesokan

kelakuan kelihatan kesalahan keseaargan kesudnhan Jcesusahan

\f& j\Jf ^XS J.VS jloS c^S
kurorgan mendatargkan pakaian peranakan perhatian permidaan

hjf cA*^0*JU ,,^3 ,-^Jl*~ ^—y ^ vv;\i o%j
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pnganan pnasa-lah nipa-nya tambahan

Vi§ 4.LAJ ;*Af«, ,-vtoVi;U9 ALy V9^
u-"

It will be seen that the spelling of many of these words is

nearer to the spelling- of the 17th century than the new Spelling

Book, but the strong tendency to change the spelling in the

direction of the pronunciation is very evident.

III. Is it possible to formulate rules which will fix the
spelling of Malay according to the modern native ideal, i. e.,

legibility without vowel points?

Undoubtedly it should be accepted as an axiom that the

IN Ea lays should continue to spell the common words as they have
been accustomed to do for centuries ; the spelling of these few
words is easily learnt, and it would now be next to impossible

to change them, e. g.,

ini itu jikalau kerna sagala seperti suatu deri-pada

\ ^,\ jCr J& jC g/L- o^- a^j

melainkav ketahui

Also Arabic words, which have retained the original spelling

although the pronunciation has changed, should not now have

their spelling altered, as,

dunia jaivab mi skin umur

The first rule (1) would be, spell with final ivau and ya re-

spectively all words which end in any of the sounds e, i and ai or

//, o and mi.

(2) All words ending in the a sound should be spelt with

final alif, except those words in which the last consonant is

^ _ _. *£ jT Vj and a few common words such as
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ada apa apahila diet ia kerna mmmsia mala pada pida

serta si apa

Provided, however, that the final alif may also be omitted

when the last consonant is jj ^ . •. or ^ whenever those

consonants are preceded by an alif, as in the following words :

bagimana biasa daya kata kqya lama /nana masa mat'i noma

»?/afa puasa rasa rata sama sana supaya

(3) The following rules are suggested to govern the inser-

tion of the weak letters wan and ya in closed syllables (it being-

understood of course that alif is never thus used except in the

monosyllable dan).

(a) In two-syllable roots, when one syllable is open and
the other closed, the weak letters wau and ya shall be inserted

in the closed syllable, except when the vowel sounds of the two
syllables are similar. Examples of words vith similar vowels :

—

bilek bodoh bohorg bprgsu bunoh dvsun fikir mimpi sororg susitn

jL co^ £ji y~b «ji ^ jG j*
fey* crr ,

tirggi titek tolorg tulus turun

Examples of words with dissimilar vowels:

—

aigin blnm gadoh Mdop Had kasyt kechil kepirg
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krirg payorg torch tidor timpa ionda talis

(7>j When both are closed syllables, the weak letter should

only be inserted in the. second syllable if the vowel sounds of

the two syllables are similar.

Examples :

—

benterg dindirg rirggit tindeh tnmboh tvndoh turggul vnjoh

{<) If the sounds are dissimilar, one being the a sound and

the other wait or yet, the wau or ya must be written in which-

ever syllable it occurs. Thus :

bimborg bantirg bintarg Jcambirg kvmbarg targgorg hugging

£* £~i £~n fe$ g*f fcfs £*y
(d) If the vowel sound in one syllable corresponds to wau,

and in the other to ya, then both should be written, as : yt^S
It will, of course, be understood that it is quite impossible

in this way to represent all the possible permutations of vowel

sounds that may be formed with the same consonants. This

could only" be done with vowel points. The great majority of

words in ordinary use will however be covered by the above

rules, and something must be left to the imagination of the

reader.

(e) In such common words as tirggal amdparggil, it is doubt-

ful whether the insertion of the ya would be of any use. The

Malays are so accustomed to the spelling J^J and J^il

for these words that careless readers invariably pronounce these

forms tirgr/al and parggil- even when they stand for targgal and

perggaL and w^ould certainly continue to do so even if tirggal and

parggil were spelt VSjJ J^*j : anc ^ as most Malays strongly ob-

ject to the insertion of the ya in these words, I would advocate
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its omission, for the present at any rate. Similarly a few other

very common words might be spelt without the weak letters, as :

miutit jniitd pin tii jumpa chinta habis puteh timbul bolth oleh

I;;.* Uj yuJ \l«r \zjz- ^.V* £y J.^ Aj\ ^
rattts mulia himpon bsok lebeh

(4) The alif should be used, as explained above, in all

words where in the old MSS. a taskdid is found over wau, as in

btioh bunt duct jiia prempnun tuan liiar

oU •** !>> ] fr oV^V oV &
This use of alif does not appear to be necessary where tash-

did is found over ya in the old MSS., for the Malays never spell

otherwise than

0"U~£ O"^^ &*XK<»

(5) («) In root words, the use of the weak letters to leng-
then the vowel sound in open syllables requires but few remarks.
In words of two syllables, these lengthening letters are almost
invariably found in the first syllable, the exceptions being- those
words in which the accent falls on the last syllable, the first

syllable having the short vowel sound, as :

bla km sela tra

% \f 5L \j

In three-syllable roots, the lengthening letter is placed iu

the penultimate : but in one or two words which have final alif

the lengthening letter is omitted from the penultimate, as

{b) In derived words the aim should undoubtedly be to

bring the spelling into agreement with the pronunciation as far

as possible without making an entire revolution in the present
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system of spelling'. As a general rule, the spelling of the rout

should remain the same as it was before the addition of the pre-

fixes and suffixes. No change of spelling is necessary when the

,

vowel sound of the last syllable of the root is e, i, o, or u. This

will be made plain by the following three sets of examples

:

b\ The tinal syllable open :

ganti gantikan gantian laJcu hdu-nya lakukan

b'\ Final syllable closed and containing a weak letter :

kaseh kaseh-nya kaselti unjok imjokkan unjoki *

b
6

. Final syllable closed but without a weak letter :

fikir Jikirkan fikiran bunoh buituhkan pembunohctti

(c) If the last syllable of the root has the open a sound,

the alif must always be written when a suffix is added, even if

the root does not require final abf. as,

ada ada-lah rasa rasa-nya raja rajakan

(d) If the last syllable of the root is closed and has the a

sound, the addition of a suffix commencing with a consonant
produces no change in the spelling of the root, as,

dapat dapatkan susah susahkan susah-nya

but if the suffix commence with a vowel sound, the alif is usually

written in the last syllable of the root

:

* Unjoki may also be spelt
L
Ssi*^\- ^ee page 102, footnote.
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dapat dapati kras mergrasi senary kesenargan susah kesusahan

«i\j j\i\j (^jT jjv-^i* ft^Mi ^.iLJf ^ ^.fcV^^S

(e) When both syllables of the root have the a sound, and
the addition of a suffix requires in the last syllable an extra all/.

the Malays invariably omit the alif of the first syllable of the

root, unless it follows one of the letters j or. ; thus,

bacha bachakan di-bacha-nya bapa bapa-nya lata katakan

& cfe ite* w9u .s\L oV<f <\£

perkatcian kararg karargan makan makanan nama namakan

namdi salah kesalahan tanam tanaman

But with words commencing with j or , the spelling is.

&*J cH cAVj

dada-nya dagargan dalam-nya perdayakan rasa-nya wayargun

With roots in which //a is a consonant, the omission of alif

would cause ambiguity ; it should therefore be retained, as.

oU. y-V- %J4&> jll^
tf \y ^U ^U

(J9 The suffix a?i requires alif when the root ends with the

letters j or «

fikiran kedeigaran kelakuan peiutoran

o\fe oV"^ o'fy* SsJ*
In such words, the (////'which would otherwise be required

by rule (5) (d) in the last syllable of the root must be omitted, as.

15
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(cf) The further addition of suffixes or particles to derived
words should cause no change in spelling 1

. Some persons write

alif after the possessive pronoun nya when it is followed by the

particles Lilt, kah, etc., but this appears to be unnecessary. Ex-
amples :

bapa-nya bapa-nya-kah kasehi di-kasehi-nya-lah

namai di-namtCi-vya-lah

(G) The orthographical sign hamza *
, which was very

seldom written in the manuscripts of the 1 7th century, is now in

common use among the Malays, chiefly for the purpose of in-

troducing a syllable which commences with a vowel ; they never
employ it however for this purpose at the beginning of a word.
The hamza is placed over alif, wau or ya according to the vowel
sound of the syllable in which it is used.

(a) Root words commencing with the vowels correspond-

ing to wau and ya are written with an initial alif, but this alif

drops out on the addition of the prefix sa, its place being taken

by the hamza; with the prefix ke the alif is retained and hamza
written over it.

set ovary sci olah- olah saisi saekov saumpama keirginan

9"jy^ K^J~> (J^i" jy^ A&*j~ L>4*JU

In the following words the alif is the lengthening letter of

the preceding syllable,

iciitu kail vcteh dairah

(b) In similar derivatives formed from words commencing
with the a sound, the alif is retained and the hamza written over

it, as,

keadtian keampat kaatas sdakan-akan

Ulv ii\< ^% r^u
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Hamza is used in the same way with the sultix an following' an
alif\ as,

kenyatdan perkatdan

(c) Hamza is also used with the suffix i when it follows an
a/

if, but not when it follows wau, as,

mjilai nam ti sertdi bharui ketahui lalui turgqui

</i>* ^\i ^l^- ^l^ ^^V ^^ ^fXs

{<l) Hamza is sometimes placed at the end of a word in-

stead of final i to indicate a shortening of the final syllable, as

hergkd date? incite md poke tergd

(r) It also appears in a few Arabic words :

maldikat ajdib nuimin

IV. For the sake of brevity and clearness the proposed
rules for Malay spelling are now recapitulated, without the
explanations which were necessary above.

PROPOSEDRULES FOR MALAYSPELLING.

(1) Final wa.u and ya must be used in all words ending in

the sounds ?/, 0, au, and ?', e, ai, respectively, except

b l ~ ^V" ^—cA ^ Cr-^

(2) Final rt/Z/'must be used in all words ending- in the a

sound, except (a) when the final consonant is *S ^ r r u
a.

; (b) when the final consonant is ^j ^ J . ^. ^ pre-

ceded by «/?/, or (c) one of the following- exceptions:

j£- J ^ lP ^ Jy uX J*^ ^ cs^ Jy
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(3) (d) In two syllable roots having one syllable open and the

other closed, the weak letters wau and //a are to be inserted in the

closed syllable having the <?, i, or o, u sound respectively, except
when the sounds of the two syllables are of the same class (o and
u, o and o, u and u ; or i and e, e and e, i and i). (b) When both

syllables are closed and have similar sounds, the weak letter

must only be used in the second syllable; but (c) if the sounds
are dissimilar, one being the a sound and the other wau or ya,

the wau or ya must be written in whichever syllable it occurs ;

and (d) if the sound in one syllable is wau and the other ya, both

must be written. (?) The following commonwords are exceptions

to this rule, being written without the weak letters,

k.u yjjz \i<r ^^>\ V.A.0 .v^j Jy A.1^9 jmiU
J^*-> JM-* *\^

Three-syllable roots must be treated similarly.

(4) Where a syllable commencing with the a sound follows

a syllable ending in the letter j or . the alif must

always be written. Examples

:

y\ y \ » J o\y o\y \j>- Sy* yy
(5) («) In root words, lengthening letters are used in those

open syllables on which the accent falls. Several words of

Arabic origin, however, are exceptions to this rule, and a few

other words, such as,

t$jj£. $Cju ^U J.\L" J&r J.C !Aa£ ex- aI di»

(6) In derived words, when the vowel sound of the last

syllable of the root is e, i, o or u, the spelling of the root

remains unchanged, (c) If the root ends with the open a sound,

an alif must be written in the last syllable of the root when a

suffix is added, (d) If the last syllable of the root is closed and

has the a sound, an alif is usually written in the last syllable of

the root on the addition of a suffix commencing with a vowel

sound, but if the suffix commence with a consonant the alif is

not required, and the spelling of the root remains unchanged.
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(e) When both syllables of the root have the a sound, and the

addition of a suffix requires an extra alif in the last syllable,

then if there is an alif in the first syllable of the root it should

be omitted, unless it follows one of the letters j or ^

(fjV\ hen the root ends with one of the letters \ an alif must

be written before the suffix an, the a lif required by rule (5 d) is

then omitted. (//) The further addition of suffixes or particles

to derived words causes no change in the spelling-.

(0) {a) When sa is prefixed to a root commencing with a

vowel sound corresponding to wait or ya, the alif drops out, and
hamza takes its place ; with the prefix he the alif is retained and
hamza is written over it. {/>) When the root commences with

the a sound, the alif is retained and the hamza written over it.

Hamza is also employed in the same way with the suffix an

following an alif. (c) It is used with the suffix i following an

alif but not when it follows wan. (d) At the end of a word,

hamza sometimes takes the place of final i- . (e) It also ap-

pears in a few Arabic words.

In order to show the application of the principles of Malay
spelling reform suggested in this paper, the first chapter of

Ifikayat Abdullah, spelt according to the above rules, is here

appended, with a few notes on words which are spelt in an un-

usual way. A glossary of the words used in this paper as ex-

amples is also appended. The root words are arranged in the

order of the Malay alphabet, and, wherever necessary, the

spelling of one or more derivatives is given after the root. In

order to make this list more complete, several words have been
inserted in the glossary which will not be found among the

examples ; these include a number of words in the spelling of

which the Malays are very inconsistent, so that it seemed desir-

able to suggest a fixed standard of spelling in such cases.

It will be seen that this method of spelling is essentially

the same as is at present in use among educated Malays through-

out the Malay Peninsula, which is admitted, even by the Dutch
scholars, to be the home of the purest form of the Malay
language.
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In this paper but little more has been done than to explain

the rationale of this modern Malay spelling, and to reduce it to

a system which would enable those who are prepared to adopt

it to spell uniformly and consistently with themselves. It has

been sought to adhere as closely as possible to the spelling em-
ployed by the best educated Malays at the present time in

writing their own language, in the firm belief that it is very

much more feasible for the few Europeans who use the Malay,

character to accommodate themselves to the native way of

spelling, than for them to attempt to coerce a whole nation of

intelligent and self-reliant men into a return to the antiquated

Arabian system of orthography illustrated in the manuscripts

of the 17th century, which the Malays have been doing their

best to improve for hundreds of years past.

APPENDIX A.

£ *j U 4 f^ \jy* ^^ uV Wu^1
'

l84 °

'}* J^" J^- ^^ ^ ^ ^* ^ U-^t: c£ J Vr^^V- L^J^

^ &j>X\ £)\.~\j d-^/. «i»^- '^ <dl*~« t5^* ^ 5^->^ \>^. * 5
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^ 5^-^ij \JS^I jC ^w- a.\^\ dl- i f^j>> jWjO ]\j

>&&**$** {fjj Jy cAv 6o^f AfJy oV* /^>/ -—

,jr^ t\ ii>v jjaS j\ j _J&W- Jx*- ^^ i^^T $A Aoi 4.L"\j\ j j ^W'

j>U «y u-*^ dl- JW£^~ j-V- r>u jCLL L=r^ o*°

yrJ .A* J ^- J- 1

- cfj^ c&^Jy i^ J oA* A** oWC

fj\ ajU^I ^«.i ^ rW" w "• J*^. cr^Ur y~ ia £j^ Jy*-*

yL* J\ j\ j\^.i jW sUy ljgIMjj i^W^ u^ uvJ.* _^y° •*W L
i-

i

1. The spelling of this word jawafan is somewhat ambiguous, and the

word is sometimes pronounced juaian by ignorant persons, but this spell-

ing agrees with Kule (5) {e).

2. Many Malays spell the affirmative monosyllable yh in the same
way as the two-syllable pronoun in. Hut this spelling seems better.

3. To distinguish 6u£oA from &o/e/i, it is better to insert the wau in the

last syllable of this word, through contrary to Kule (oj (•/).
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oy r ^ o^ fW J^ ^ ^. tfj* t5 J^ ^ ^- J^ o^ cAo

luft^fc- dL ^ VjO V;^& ^^u, tfjS u-u ;>f
: 0: \ i--A-£ JfC ^Ao\

dJu VJL^ j\^ i£-b& ^>y l^W^' Vy, ^ J- ^ ^UwL/ o^*j ^lj

JvJU (5^ (5^ o^ u"lr 4 5 ^y ^^'. ^W(j>*«^ T
dL i>\ £jVi«

^IS^- j^ VJA as 4w\** W»f& iJ[/f j£sr o&o y&j. J.^

Au Al^y ^jc^ p-jy _^£->- <j\j ^o «.< Ji 4iu_-J Oy^~ « ysA

\j\jfj£zr dJu aJ\au Jif\ ^ V^u* & JlJ-
;

l ^5^/. ^**i a*^

L I have spelt this word in the same way as hunt.
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APPENDIX B.

i) ^usl^ Ju^u^
1. From the examples given in this glossary (which was completed

after the paper was already in print) ir would seem possible to make Rule
(5)(d) more definite as t<> whether or not the ulij should he inserted in ;i

closed final syllable having the a sound, on the addition of a suffix commenc-
ing with a vowel. It appears that the Malays usually insert the ulif when
the la>t consonant of the root is vJLj <>r o hut nut otherwise, unless the

stress in distinctly on that syllable. Thus :

*\^j ^*Vf ^l^jT ^fcWj *u ^Vv; j\& ^j
o*\±J* o*\j£ d>\*£* o*^

Roots ending in Oand o which are exceptions to this rule are :

The following arc examples of roots ending in other consonants, the

derivatives beins written without alif:

£?)*M o~**j o^^lA^ 3 Cr^. 0~*&
But the following have the accent on the la>t syllable of the root and

take alij :

16
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w \j/jM

Cr k~J J^ C^

w £\i\ _»1

oU^U^ J««

cj,\>^\ &j\ U\

0&& SVfr
f
ff

odJJ ^
>

J^
f^rr- o^l/ 1 f^ C^AS u~*

*i*y <suO 2LLai

^ \J*\

^_,\ fei\

«5U
tf

\
"( 2>'«&^j^

^ ^J i)
< 8

> ^ j^l/» j^

^jZ^vftiW U iV**-'

'

J^U ^U
^Ai^ ^ JW^

L>*U*i w CA*i' Cr-^ urlr

2. See footnote p. 102.

3. Three words in this list are almost invariably spelt with the weak
letter ya in both syllables, contrary to Kule (3)(a)

:

(C/£ C**>^ &/J
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'j

&\,. jbj.

WJ1
-

if)

jX-r* j£")

O^' «W^
j^^ w

- jyV

La o^cfe^
*.^i| :/l /V

:

k\j *Xj\.5j £j\L >_sV>

•Gj^Sj ^j\fiS^i a J'\, ,jjl

^ JCJV; iSTjl

u.^. >.

\*. y.

^ oU>.

cnM <_? £*V 4k
iU. lA a<lA-< J; V,.

jAfci./ ^uVuj 4XAi J/^ J.T
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U"

(
i ) jjftTo^} oL|

fcX.i«.i

^

^
(j^fc ^ *.0 o J y

jj*s!
t

e*
o^. ^ ^

**-**>
«d^i "L>

Oft

J5j^ °J>> o^- 9

«S)

^> £?>.

4. In reduplications with the suffix an, the last consonant of the root is

repeated in the suffix, and if the root ends with alif a hamza is written

with the suffix.

T>, This word is sometimes spelt * A. or sLA, but this spell-
ed i? Or*

iny, which is in accordance with Kule (5)(e), sivms perfectly legible.
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eA' (0) u-ci-bj ^ib ^.s-t

dfr ^.fcU

OyKiC o:f\£d& 5^

& aA-j jft

or* L>'"1^ O^
^oo Sc (<-o ^b^te

#* ot O^f ** ifri^jk

^ y>l-

^
Vi :

t U*

J* 1/

04.-.C jrU« o^5>^ £>
7

j\d ^ftVi *i u-jy'

fr-ofc >

5y- J
£/7«/j y Jv

b* V
d> A:: ^jAXil , iSs.iT

A..A"J O&^jfr

b\ Aceordiug to Rule (5)(e) these words should be jlis and ^V^-

and they are occasionally so spelt, but the Malays seem to lind some diffi-

culty in reading these words if they are spelt in that way.
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cA<? j5 JV £y
«^*# oV

lUf Cysx*j£

jiK cfcy —*y

^olf^jW (
' )

l>
:^ j^y o-jiy

JVC iSt- ixiy

St ^
Cr^T/ <pWo^W J^

o»\^* ol&jQ

i>^*»V O^jJ jjj?

>c L^y

lie Lr^y

1*^. 4JUj?

•n^lyr • U;y

JW J 1:'

** j^^*

(8) i.C- Aiii-o A.ij)

7. This spelling of turuni docs not follow Rule
(

:3)(a), but I J is

not easily read, and as the accent is turuni it seems better to insert the icau.

8, This word is often spelt ^\>-
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>\y- O:}? tfjW

( 10) ^ilUC^U^ iJ\j (9) o^W i$Sw

> W
Uj «5^

^Aj\iTj\ibj «i\j oW
^lAib £Sb

0> >?>r

ttf* & W
Oj,\l w
uv> w

O^V^ >
A<*^ i5\*^ jUp- ii^

y*s
IL» £

y 5-j oW-

\J.&J-i OyJ*"^"

lb gs^U

0. The form ,\)Us.W- which would ho in accordance with Rule (5) (e),

is unusual and not easily read.

10. See Note (6).
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; c^j^-Wj V:X,

^U, ^\j t>)XO

Uj

^ «j-x;j

oV, ifj\&*

4.S.S-, W
t
>JU

J
^L^ ^
5^J tXtf J

t^JL?^

oyJ, ^i^JV. - JG^JS" jjjj

>*J -J

^ o~^

V^J> J^ \sjfi iS>

^ ^^fcj iMo

(U) c^iV_S';|.V„ 4,\\o ^
rjfC ^u J&« (j-oV. Jo /J

1
iSX- lt'^P

^L
q\c

f
L o^l^b

<d;Lo jl- J^lr -"b
11. fee Noto(l).
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^JC o »v**>

\~£- tJ L

o&~ S^aL.

\JL U,„

^ o *.~~"

jzur^ Ui«

,y- ^ir -
. lS v « o^~

J^w J^J. - *\x .T.Ju.

ot-A-J <4- (12) jCfcjj s*

u^O' <^ v " U„

cA^/ V <X.-X-

J^ o^ -eu-

\^Lc » «fK»(,V>*

V oiKi^

L^ •^\L-

o^ ±&" *\L.

^i&W 6$, i-g^-

^cVx^i £*« V.w«.L*v

12. The spelling of the root is irregular, and wherever possible the

derivatives are spelt in the same way as the root.

17
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<<il~ _iU cV
\._~. \,v

fe- _»v.

U™ (13) J^S,,-

cpr &r
& br
& bur"

J& o*j>- "jT"

A V>V
\£s $4 JT^„

o& $* a-j>-

i^ ^•Uy-S 4_j„

(U) ^.liS^ti u : f- V^JT^„

o44 ^ «£

yl/ o^//r
oWJ^W r^

<JV o*\A» £/

^ W**

1-5; This is tlie usual spelling.

14. See Note (l).
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VV s? 9

S9

&

oyy
..L;

*.jj

a lXi» JSTii

p»"s« *i\Jy ^y
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o£3f &£o$
;/ (io) isr^

^f^f iV*

J^
o>.-& ^\-r

.
^ J^

tf
u. v.f If

jU, J^ oW>5^f
•,u> ^z

*/ W/
t/ W,<T

:*< ,<
/y LTV

i>i^ &f «^
\>f UX

J^

c*/ ^
«iV^^ e*

tf _5bL<

15. By liule (5)(e) this should be (^iV-^O hut the word is always

elt as it is horo given.
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<&*> jti CfejffA

cx^ c*^ 0^
&* ^ (i6) ^^
C**^ olfjf

o-^ ^ J&J&
Li O^j

D^A &£
(3- JPJ^
,y jiuXi* _i~>

u-y t/

,>^> «^ tr
;y

Ly *r

d& -<) ^ ^
V bS

^ ^/tf/i

i$M*M olrflO**

J,\X> ifJ 6^
I o& &

£>w« vjju O^O^
16. Sop I soto (1),
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Vs- L^VfjL

OXaA 0*-** u-^*

o k W*jy J%-^ Jb~^

&b*y* **y
br}-

b<r -<r O^vft
- <1;U V.

o*y ^_;u

pv Cu

cA^ caAv* c/A*

£& -<A; i5jV*

^
J^9 & ii*jA;»»

^ O'jSw^

^ oJli* .JU*

r*S i£

lt-.V* uri^ «£k.

C&W*-^» u.

i^Jl* .JjVa •yKx^i.^

^iVjb £>Ub L^
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